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A Buperstring theory, which is most promising candidate for a unified
theory, predicts a higher-dimensional 'space-time'. Its application to
cosmology, especially reconsideration of the early history of the univerae, is
definitely important and interesting. Here, we discuss some scenario of the
universe in a auperstring model. Main problems in higher-dimensional unified
theories, from the cosmologies] point of view, are

(i) Can the 4-dia Einstein gravity be obtained, rather than the
Jordan-Brens-Dicke theory?

( i i ) Can the 4-dia FYiednonn universe (F4) be realized naturally in the
higher—dimensional space-tine?

( i i i ) Does inflation really occur?

The answers for (i) and (ii) are 'yes' in a superstring model, as we will see
soon, (iii) is still an open question, although it seems to be difficult. Taking
into account a quantum tunnelling effect of the anti-symmetric tensor field
H(fl>p, we also show that a hierarchical bubble structure might be formed due
to a series of phase transitions.

We consider the 10-dini, N=l supergravity aodel with EexBa Yang-Hills
field and the additional curvature squared (R*-) terms, both of which are
derived from the heterotic string model in the field-theory limit*. Assuming a
Calabi-Yau compacttficstion2, the 10-dim world interval is described by*

u ^ . (1)

The conforms! factor e*^z is from the Weyl reseating of the 10-dim metric in
the string action1. * is the dilaton field and b is the 'radius' of the internal

space, dic^ganfyjdy'dy11 is the netric of a static Calabi-Yau Manifold, e^
Is the 4-dim metric and the conformal factor b~e is factorized out in order to
find the Einstein action in 4-dimensiona.

Prom the ansatz (1), we can obtain the 4-dim action, which is equivalent
with that of the 10-dim, N=l super gravity model, as4

To be published in the Proceedings of the 26th Liege International
Astrophysical Colloquium "Origin and Early History of the Universe",
Ed. by J. Demaret (1986).

* M, N, ... run from 0 to 3 and 5 to 10, whilst U, V, ... from 0 to 3. m, n,
(or I,j, ) are uBed for internal indeciea.
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and itB potential

By the introduction of a ami ~, the world interval ds10 is rewritten as

We may also have thy V13Va r>'( liio iriCertial coinponentB of HjjMp and the

gluirio condensBtion of Ko -gmvw ut

respectively3, whore c an™ ri ;-,ro ooriiitatitu of order 1, nnd U is the

condensation snorgy acaita, Tb •.••>*' VKVa !sr̂ ,:ik a iocal aupersyrometry and

provide the positivo seroJ-definitt potcntini V ivs.

V(o,T,es) = ̂ r- *•«(.&»• fa) -.c. - ! iP
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A3 for the R2-termE , Ba,^i«i'-^itn '*; ctmr^Ilefi out by Tr ¥un because

of the Calabi~Yau compactificMiun, and ihu other contribution from the

Rz-termB, which is oxpjjcitly writ ten by K,lin, o nnd T, can be neglected in the

later stage of the iiniverse iiyip-.j.

Wo, now, consider the oosmniogica! Bohitions, Ihcn the 4-dim metric is

assumed to be

r tit* + !iJ(ti rin!.

The basic equat ions ai-o

3H2 = V -t p ] , (10-a)

(10-b)

o + 3Ho f A K <r (10-c)

( a 3 av = 0 (10-d)

= 0

and (a3 = 0

(10-e)

UO-f)

where U"a/a IB the Hubble parameter and o dot denotes a derivative with

respect to t. Here, we have also Introduced the 4-dim matter fluid, which

energy density and pressure are denoted by p and P. We discuss some

history of the universe after compaclification, dividing it, into two periods.

(I) The era before the gluino condensation. (h=0)

The VEV of c might appear at compactification through a non-trivial

vacuum configuration of BMfj. Its potential V(O,T) has no minimum except for

at infinity. It seems that the universe goes away to infinity and cannot stay

near the preferential potential minimum which will appear at the gluino

condensation. If we take into account the kinetic term of axion 6a, however,

the universe cannot escape from some finite O-regions. Neglecting the

potential V (V-»0 for O-H.), we find the general solution analytically8, which is

= Es , (11)

where dn, • nT3 dt and Qa and KB are constants of integration. The kinetic

energy lerm, )fe~2"'co e8
2 = MQB

2 e2""°/aB , prevents o-field from going away

to infinity, i.e. o is always smaller than otDBX m (l/2^K)ln{2EB/QH
5!) from (11).

If thiH kinetic energy is of the Planck scale order at coiapactification, a wit)

stay near the preferential minimum until the gluinos condense.

If c does not appear at compactification, the above solution are exact.

Furthermore, even if <3B = 0 (i.e. no kinetic energy of 0g) o approaches some

finite constant, which depends on the initial conditions, although o m a x = -. It

is shown that all solutions (apart from time reversal ones) approach the F4xK

(a static internal space) space-time, if matter fluid exists. o-field is,

however, etill massless because of the lack of potential, which means that the

theory is the Jordan-Brans~Dicke'e one because the maeBleas scalar o is

coupled to the 'gravity' g m n in the 4-dim world interval (Eq. (6)).

(II) The era after the gluino condensation.

When the temperature drops below the energy scale u, the gluinos

condense. As discussed by Rohm and Witten7, the VEVs of c may be

quantized through the WeBs-Zumino interaction as c=ncD (n: an integer) and
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those can tunnel quantum-mechanically from one value to the other through

the instanton effect. This tunnelling may provide also the VEV of c at the
gluino condensation, even if c is initially zero.

Classifying the situations by the tunnelling time scale (=t^p), we
consider the following three cases;

(i) IQT > H"1 (= the dynamical time scale of the evolution of the universe)
We can neglect the quantum tunnelling effect. During the evolution of

the universe, c is really constant. The potential V(O,T) is shown in Fig. 1. If
the 3-space is expanding (H>0), our system is always diasipotive, which means
that the energy B = H{6*+Tx) + V(O,T) decreases with tine as is shown by the
dotted line A in Fig. I. Along the line A, the universe eventually reach the
minimum o=ool which fixes the conformal factor in the 4-dira world interval,
then it guarantees the 4-dim Einstein gravity. Since the 4-dfm cosmological
constant vanishes at o=o0 and
r also approaches some constant
due to the friction term Hf, the
universe approaches the F*xK
space-time as an extractor in the
dynamical system*.

Fig. 1

(ii) IQT < H-*
The phase transition

may occur due to the quantum
tunnelling immediately after the
universe finds the lower
potential. For example (see
Fig. Z), the universe, which starts
with the n=l vacuum, reaches the
point A, and the potential with n=2 becomes lower than that with n=l. Then,
the phase transition occurs just after the point A. Many snail n=2 vacuum
bubbles are formed in the old n=l vacuum, and collide with each other. The
phase changes to n=2. The effective potential Vmff for the o-fteld, under
which the universe evolves, is the minimum of all possible potentials, i.e.
Uoff(cp)-mln{Un(o)-V(o,T=0;c=nc0)|nrt). Vett

 im shown in Fig. 2. At each cusp
(e.g. the points A and B), the universe change* its phase form n to ni l . In
the case of this figure, the universe eventually settles down to the n=3
vacuum. If the universe reaches one of the minim of Uoff, the P4xK
space-time ia obtained asymptotically and the Binstein gravity is guaranteed
as the same as the case (i).
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Fig. 2

Fig- 3

In this case, we expect that the bubbles are formed at each cusp of
Ueff and the bubble structure may not disappear before the universe will
find the next phase transition point because tgT - H~*. For example, the
(no+U-racuum bubbles, which are formed in the initial n,,-vacuum, evolve
under the potential U^+jCo) and reach the next transition point. The

(no+2)-vocuum bubbles are formed in the (no+l)-bubblee. The old no-vacuum
evolves under 0,^(0) and will also find the other transition point. The

similar bubble formation occurs. Finally, the universe may find itself with a
hierarchical bubble structure as shown in Fig. 3. Bach bubble may reach
some of the minima of Ueff. The effective Newtonian gravitational constant
<°N^ff = «"/**°OGN) «"d the gauge coupling constant (g4*=e-^ i<0

0) take
different values in each bubble. This bubble structure may give rise to the
so-called 'domain wall' problem, unless inflation occurs after the universe
reaches one of the minima.

From the above discussion, we can conclude that the universe may find
itself in the present state <the F4xK Bpace-ttme and the Binstein gravity) as
an attractor in the dynamical system. Especially, if we take into account the
kinetic energy term of axione (eB,»r)>- lhe present universe may be naturally
realised for a wide range of initial conditions.

Finally, we discuss briefly the possibility of inflation .in the context of
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a superstring model. Because of the Ricci-flatnees of the internal space,
inflation of Kaluza-Klein type, due to the rapid contraction of the internal
apace discussed by Sahdev* or due to the R2-terms discussed by Shafi and
Wetterich10, Is not possible. Inflation due to the R*-terma discussed by
Slarobinski14 does not work too because of the Gauss-Bonnet form of the
R2-terms, which itt totally divergent in 4-dimensionB. Also, it is shown that
inflation of this type is still not possible even if the R2-terms turn out to be
the other combination12, unless the present Friedmann universe is unstable.
The SUSY breaking potential V Is not flat enough to permit inflation at least
at tree level, except for the case with an elaborate fine-tuning of the
condensation temperature1*.

It is worth noting that, although new type of inflation might be
possible, it must take place after r-field is fixed at the potential minimum or
T-field itself is responsible for inflation. Otherwise, since T Is the so-called
'Pokrnyi' field, one may worry about the entropy crisis after inflation as
usual. The possibility of inflation by T-field is discussed in Ref. 14 using the
radiative corrections at the potential minimum o=o0, although we need stabilise
this potential (could be possible by the Casimir energy or by the world sheet
instanton effect) and explain zero cosmological constant.
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